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‘I dedicate this prayer to the memory of Egorka Aleksandrov.
You only started your existence little buddy, existence which
was cut short by those rabid nationalistic apes, taking pride
in killing the defenceless and the weak. ‘Heroes.’ May they all
be dissolved into primordial nothingness and never be
repeated in any modifications of this Flow. Beasts.’
Excerpt from Commander Michael’s mediation-prayer, part of
a synchronicity projection, as witnessed by Hordox.
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U(ωi (ψj)) + E = 0
Transliteration of glyphs1 engraved on Togxar's sepulchre,
containing the ashes of his very last of 47 organic shells

Toxgar's model of non-overlapping Universes in the dimensions 1 to 4,
occurring within one bubble-merge cycle in the dimensions 5 to 7.
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‘This is hilarious, Your Majesty, just have a look at
these creatures and how easily our thoughts are
morphed and transformed into their actions, which
they so fervently believe to be their own, as the
ultimate expression of their own so called free will.
What a load of rubbish!
And as for this character, this M.J.Rumyantsev, at
this point he always does exactly what he is
expected to do - he will now write the book ‘The
Plains of Salinivs’. This of course comes as no
surprise, as, with our endless wisdom and powers,
we can make these creatures do whatever we
want...’



The Preacher
Simplicity: a monk, a bookshelf and a metallic capsule…

‘Tell us a nice story, o’ Preacher!’
‘Which one would you like me to tell? I know so many.’
‘Does not matter which one, as long as it is pleasing to our
minds and enlightening.’
The monk stood up and went slowly to the high shelf in the
corner of his cell, loaded with hundreds of metallic boxes –
preservation capsules containing various artifacts collected on
many worlds all over the galaxy. He pondered for a while,
examining them thoughtfully.
He was now leading life of a simple hermit and local villagers
called him ‘Preacher’. A very long time ago he was known as
the Most Reverend Ktoh, the chief priest-philosopher and the
bringer of enlightenment to his race. When it became clear to
him that his race was beyond salvation and definitely not
qualifying for any enlightenment, he decided to leave his
social function and become a hermit. There was simply too
much hypocrisy and greed around him and he knew that
fighting these social evils was a lost cause.
Using a manipulator arm, Ktoh reached the highest row on
the shelf. He seized the last preservation capsule there and
placed it in on the table. With both hands, he carefully took
out a leather-bound collection of scriptures.
Ktoh put the book in the deciphering machine. As he wanted
to improve the quality of translation and make the thoughts of
a being from a distant world contained in it understandable to
his visitors, he also connected his neural pathways to the
machine.
‘Very well then – I do hope that this one will be interesting to
you. Let us start at the very beginning, on page 1. Please
listen very carefully to my thoughts!’…

The mission
‘We Channelers are the inhabitants of all dimensions and transitional
dimensions. Every object or being that exists in the realm of Channelers,
appears in the form of multiple variations, scattered randomly in all
coordinates of their currently occupied dimensional sub- and super-sets.
They can be, they are, ‘everywhere’. As are we. The following formula models
our average scatter-pattern: … ‘
Excerpt from a primary school informational sequence, existing in the realm
of Channelers.

The throne room in the morphing realm container
inhabited by Channelers. Enter Princess Kingtora, Fleet
Commander Hermanox and Royal Consort-Servant
Mikor.
Multiple variations of Dimensional Princess Kingtora:
‘Fleet Commander Hermanox, we hereby order you to
take our Imperial Dimensional Fleet and descend-ascent
into all stable dimensional sets and realms contained
therein. Your mission is to leave unmistakable signs of
our grandeur in each and every one of them, to erect in
all of them monuments to our wisdom.
You may well also create beings in them that resemble
us in some aspects, mirror our grandeur albeit to a very
limited extent, being imperfect copies of us and projected
onto dimensional sets with reduced numbers of
dimensions – I leave it up to you and your imagination.
In fact, you may create multiple beings, scattered in
diverse realm containers, and possessing various
dimensional coordinates and containments that are in
some way always similar amongst themselves and, more
importantly, similar to us. Let them all be vague
reflections of our grandeur. Let them exist without
realising that they are, in fact, part of a bigger allengulfing being, that they are part of us.’
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Multiple variations of Fleet Commander Hermanox: ‘As
you wish, my Princess’.
Multiple variations of Dimensional Princess Kingtora: ’My
best friend, imperial consort and servant Mikor will
accompany you during your journey as Captain of the
IDF Vessel ‘Intrepid’.
Multiple variations of Royal Consort-Servant Mikor: ‘My
Lady, I thank Your Imperial Highness for this rare
privilege and honour. I am sure that under the wise
command of Fleet Commander Hermanox, we will leave
unmistakable signs of Your Imperial Highness’ grandeur
in all dimensional sets and realm containers delimited by
them…, as we always do in all repetitions of this
appearance of ours.’
Multiple variations of Fleet Commander Hermanox: ‘With
your permission, Your Imperial Highness, we shall
depart now, my Princess. As always and, as it is the case
in all dimensional containers - we were, are and will be
fulfilling this wish of yours.’
Multiple variations of Dimensional Princess Kingtora:
‘Before you go, I’ll ask our court scientist Mozitax to
make sure that your vessels are safe for repetitive
dimensional collapse and expansion cycles. Mozitax is
also tasked with securing ample protection against all
dimensional storms and sudden pockets with either low
or high dimensional contents that our vessels may
encounter on their journey. We are all well aware of
many dangers associated with ships entering such
phenomena, as they are known to be able to rip apart
their storm-protection shields and seriously damage, if
2

not destroy our dimensional collapsor-expansion
engines. You can feel that in some of our variations you
always fail this mission. Luckily for us, this does not
happen in too many variations. Mozitax will see to it that
your journey is a successful and safe one. You may go
now.’
All variations of Hermanox and Mikor silently bowed to
Her Dimensional Grandeur and quietly left the throne
room.

A very crude three-dimensional approximation of the
official portrait of Her Dimensional Splendour, Princess
Kingtora, the Creator and Mother of Realms and Flows
3

Preface
The other day I finished reading a book written by a German
author, on the so-called Akashic records. Just imagine – more
than 300 pages for the man to tell his readers something that
one could have well described on 50 to 60 pages tops. What a
mental torment! On the other hand, and to the author’s
credit, Germans are renowned for their pedantic punctuality
and verbosity. Remember all those Goethe-style sentences
where, by the time one has finished reading one such
sentence, one has most probably forgotten what it was all
about.
People do tend to go to great lengths just talking for hours
about things (about which, by the way, they may have either
very limited or no knowledge whatsoever), whereby the
informational essence of what they really want to say could be
conveyed in only a few sentences. Just think of our politicians
and other people’s representatives, whether elected or selfproclaimed. One could think of such individuals as biological
units whose main role in life it is to keep on inserting noise
sequences into any valid informational sequence. Noise
generators. Surprisingly, many of them seem to be doing
pretty well in their lives – it almost seems that there is
demand for them, that people really want to hear all this…
nonsense.
Sellers of hot air – if you ask me. A despicable sub-species of
mankind. Sadly, there are so many of them thriving around.
With the above-mentioned self-inflicted torment in mind, I do
hope that this book, a sequel to my previous publications
‘Matryoshka Infinities’, ‘VI Seconds’ and ‘Forgotten Realities’
will be much more ‘to the point’ and that its readers will feel
the presence of a continuous informational flow in it.
Here is an image of the world as it might be. Who knows –
maybe it is – someplace and somewhere. Actually, as someone
who supports the notion of multiverses, I must correct myself.
It is not a ‘may be’, rather it is a ‘there exists’.
Long live the reader!
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The battlefield
‘Everything in our realm is inter-dependent and related. Even those distant
objects and events that may appear to have no causal connection to our
existence. The older I get, the more this simple truth becomes obvious to
me. Everything in our Flow has its role in the grand scheme of things. Even
this worm, trying to burrow itself into the soil. It has the same importance
as I or as our home star, enabling life on our world. From their beginning till
their very end – all objects in our Flow are mutually related and part of one
integral whole. ‘
Excerpt from ‘The Teachings of Kah the Wise’

They are all dead. Countless bodies of fallen warriors
scattered all over the valley. Eerie silence has taken hold of
the surroundings with not a single breath of air to be felt.
Occasionally, the silence is interrupted by the shrieks of
vultures flying high above, getting ready for the next meal
awaiting them on the ground below. A rare feast indeed. Yet
another scene of death and destruction, one of so many we
have witnessed.
The warriors’ lifeless bodies have been lying on the battlefield
for several weeks now, for there is no one left to claim them.
Two days after the battle, the world’s main pseudo-intelligent
species of Dorxez suddenly became extinct. All its members
eradicated by a series of powerful electromagnetic shockwaves fired on the planet from several fixed points in space
above this world, selectively wiping out only the Dorxez. Battle
axes and lances, blood, mutilated bodies, and body parts as
far as eye can see. The stench of decomposing corpses… and
these screeching vultures – what an apocalyptic image. What
was it then that these two dead armies were fighting for so
vehemently? And why did their kind suddenly perish a couple
of days later? Whatever it was, now it all looks totally
irrelevant. The Dorxez are gone and so are their intra-species
grievances and fighting.


His consciousness was reverberating with memory flashes.
Countless times, through different eons and on faraway
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worlds… Always scenes similar to this one… perhaps with
slightly different weaponry used.
On the former world of Dorxez, Anrondiz decided to release
and leave the body of a small fox-like animal, which quickly
ran away for cover into the bushes.
‘That is enough’ said Anrondiz. ‘Images like these, wherever I
go. It seems to me that social conflicts leading to armed
clashes and wars are pre-programmed in the genome of all
pseudo-intelligent organic life forms, irrespective of their
dimensional coordinates. Armed conflicts powered by the
inborn greed of their leaders or leadership elites. To get more
of their world’s limited resources and objects of perceived
‘worth’ by subduing others of their own kind, owning them…
Organised robberies. How very disgusting… and pitiful.’
Anrondiz had a rare talent indeed. He was able to see and feel
many such scenes from all across the Universe, irrespective of
their dimensional coordinates and distance to him. He could
take part in all of them at once, through the bodies of those
participating in a scene. He was literally – everywhere.
Anrondiz did not possess any dimensional collapsor devices
enabling him to physically visit these places, nor was he a
being from higher dimensions, having a peek just for fun into
a particular four-dimensional realm-container.
As long as he could remember he simply had this gift to be
present everywhere as a non-interacting observer. Often he
would ask himself whether others of his kind had this talent
too but were simply unaware of it. What if not only the
members of his race but also all other beings and objects had
this ‘trait’ in some form?
From a purely scientific point of view, ‘visions’ such as his
might have been possible even in a seemingly linear Universe.
Anrondiz had in mind the model of a Universe where every
point in it was connected to all other points with a dense
6

connectivity mesh, existing outside of the regular dimensional
space. Such a mesh was allowing for ‘concurrent’ connections
(or ‘touches’, as he called them) between places separated by
vast distances in R. Actually, he was aware that the word
‘concurrent’ was in a way nonsense, as in higher dimensions
there was no concept of time, as it was known to his race. But
all this was only his hypothesis, an attempt to offer a rational
explanation of his strange talent… and his machine –
essentially a complex neural pathways amplifier, combined
with a portable dimensional collapsor unit, allowing him to
share his ‘visions’ with others of his kind.
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Doors
‘I can go through all doorways. I can be everywhere.’
Kadozp III, the ruler of Mitroz
From a learned paper on connectivities of objects outside of linear
dimensions, written by the Most Magnificent Kadozp III, the One Who Sees
and Knows Many Things.
In the abstract space of dimensions, for every dimension the following axiom
applies:
‘A point-object existing on a linear dimension is connected to all other pointobjects on it, the connections being made in the dimensional space, outside
of that dimension.’
This is a unique property of the space of dimensions.
By extrapolation, we extend this axiom to the connectivity of all points
existing in different sets of dimensions, comprising any particular realm.
This implies that a dimension or a set of dimensions, defining a realm of
existence might only give an impression of linearity to those beings
occupying it, whereas, in fact, it is a net of out-of-dimensional
connectivities. In other words, all objects existing in a Flow are concurrently
being connected by ‘doors’ from any point A to all other ‘points’. This is
possible by virtue of highly non-linear and out-of-dimensional connecting
paths that Flow-bound beings perceive as singularities between any
arbitrary coordinate and all other coordinates.
Causal events A->B->C->D etc, describing material objects and their
interactions in a typical Flow are just how they are perceived by Flow-bound
observers inhabiting such realms. The reality is, as we know, much more
complex than that. A may not be the cause of B, C and D at all. D, C and B
might well be considered a pre-requisite for A’s existence, being always
connected to it through their respective doors.
It is no wonder then that many beings such as this Anrondiz character,
appearing so often in my dreams, are able to ‘see’ things not belonging to
their usual surroundings. They know instinctively how to open such
connectivity links and use them to observe the goings-on on the ‘other side’.
In their simple minds, they open what they perceive to be ‘doors’.
In this paper I shall provide a complete analysis of the concept of ‘doors’ and
their perception in the minds of Flow-bound intelligent life forms.
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Other books from the same author
Matryoshka Infinities (2011)
“A daring cosmological theory encapsulated in a science
fiction book”
Science fiction of a different kind, written for more
philosophically minded readers. A collection of 19
science fiction short stories. This book presents its
readers with quite a few interesting scientific and moral
concepts, some of which might be a bit ahead of their
time, with some others going well into the depths of
history. For those of a more curious nature, the book
does not end with its last chapter and its end is to be
found elsewhere.

A Lighthearted Social History of the World (2012)
The book ‘A Lighthearted Social History of the World’ is
a sizzling social satire of the contemporary human
societies, as well as all those now well hidden in both
the past and the future. It was written especially for our
many serious and discerning readers out there and its
aim is - to make them laugh.

VI Seconds (2013)
Science Fiction of a somewhat different kind... A
collection of short stories by M.J.Rumyantsev
From a public lecture on traversing distances using
proson theory, by one Jacob Smith, PhD.
‘...There are ways and ways to traverse and reach
points in dimensions 1 to 3. The simplest way is to
move from A to B within the dimensional space 1 to 4.
It takes the longest.
A somewhat smarter way is either to make use of the
stochastic movements of our Universe’s geometry or to
artificially establish tunnels between various points in
it. This method is fraught with problems related to
being able to accurately predict where exactly one such
tunnel is going to ‘anchor’ on the other side.
There is however one even smarter way, not too many
realise it though... It is simply to...’
Forgotten Realities (2014)
Excerpt from the book’s Epilogue
Any two-dimensional structure, including this book,
cannot possibly express adequately the splendour of
objects and structures existing in higher dimensions. It
can only approximate them – to an extent. Our minds
can then perhaps be used in order to compensate for
this ‘2-D cannot adequately reflect and depict
structures in n-D’ limitation, but they too are bound by
the dimensional enclosure we exist in. Yes, they too are
feeble. The best one can do and hope for is to make yet
another drawing on the walls of the cave (in the
cognitive sense of the word) we call ‘life’, as one goes
through one of its gangways, trying to paint on its walls
one’s own impressions of ‘how it all really might be in nD’. This book is one of such drawings.
…
The concept of multiple layered containers of realities is
probably what our esteemed reader should take with
him. Whilst we may not agree with the conclusions
made by one of the book’s main charters, namely that
these multiverse containers are by definition moralsneutral and unrelated to the concepts of good and bad
(i.e. that they just are and may contain anything in
parallel) – we should at least give him the benefit of the
doubt. Perhaps he is right after all – but then again
who are we to judge?
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